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Jack dalton macgyver actor

There were several repeating characters from the Wikipedia list article 1985 television series McIver and the 2016 reboot. McIver's producers tended to use actors in multiple roles throughout the series. Several recurring characters have been added throughout the series' run, making it a guest star in the
opening credits. The overvue name depicted by the season original reboot 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 TV movies 1 2 3 4 Angus McGarvey Richard Dean Anderson main lucas does not appear major Jack Dalton Bruce McGill will not appear repeatedly will not appear repeatedly will not appear George Iss does not
appear [a] Main Riley Davis Trist Mays will not appear major Wilt Bowser Robin Moss will not appear main Matty Weber Meredith Iait Ethan Dana Elka does not appear repeatedly the main does not appear Sandrine Holt does not appear main does not appear [c] Samantha Cage Isabel Lucas does not
appear major does not appear [d] desire Desi Nguyen Levi Tran does not appear desire desi Nguyen Levi Tran does not appear major repetitive cast Nikki Carpenter Elisa Davalos does not appear repetitive does not appear repetitive lyse, dennis Murdoch Michael Desbaris does not appear repeatedly
does not appear david dast If David Dastmalchian doesn't appear, jill Morgan won't see Kate Bond as a guest repeatedly. Cassandra Glover Lauren Vélez does not appear repeatedly does not appear repeatedly does not appear repeated lysis lance gross does not appear repeatedly does not appear if the
repetition does not appear repeated lysis does not appear repeated lysis does not appear repeated lysis does not appear repeated lysis does not appear repeatedly does not appear repeated lysis Repeat guests do not appear repetitive guests do not appear, James McGeever/director Martin Milner does
not appear as guests do not appear, tate Donovan does not appear guest repeat does not appear ^ George Iss will be credited with the series regular from 1x1 to 3x14 in the reboot. ^ Meredith Eaton has been rated as a regular series of reboots since 1x18. From 1x13 to 1x17, she's a recurring guest star.
^ Sandrine Holt is credited with the series regular series of reboots from 1x01 to 1x12. ^ Isabel Lucas earns from 2x01 to 2x13 as a regular series of reboots, and is only recognized for her episodes. The main character McGeever main article: Originally portrayed by Richard Dean Anderson mcgaiber,
Lucas Till in the 2016 reboot McGeever is a problem solver [1] who prefers to resolve nonviolent conflicts as much as possible. He refuses to carry or use a gun due to a childhood accident. A revolver that caused the death of a friend. [2] McGeever is an outspoken advocate of gun control and advocates
for environmental conservation, racial equality, and helping the poor. Even if his improvised device is used to attack hostile opponents, he always does so in self-defense and, if possible, disabled rather than conquering or killing. He often doubts the military attitude within the government. He sees his
Phoenix Foundation employers as an alternative to traditional (violent) means of law enforcement. In the 2016 reboot, McGeever is a U.S. agent working for the Phoenix Foundation, a secret agency run by a think tank. Trained as an explosive combination technician in the Army, he prefers to use non-
lethal means to stop his enemies. Mack spends most of the first and second seasons searching for his father James, who abandoned him as a child shortly after the loss of his mother. He eventually learns that James has been watching for his entire life in the Season 2 finale, and is now his boss
codenamed 'Director'. Unable to work for those he doesn't believe, Angus quitphoenix and refuses to join again because he can't trust his father. Maddy convinces James to quit and Angus rejoins. Peter Thornton / Patricia Thornton Main Article: Peter Thornton (McGovern) Peter Thornton originally
portrayed by Dana Elka; Patricia Thornton, played by Sandrine Holt in 2016, is McGeever's boss and best friend, Peter Thornton [3][4] (portrayed by Dana Elka). Pete is divorced from Connie Thornton (portrayed by Linda Dalo). [5] Pete is an agent in the External Services Department (DXS), who is
impressed by Mac's originality while tracking down the international assassin Murdoc. [6] When Pete becomes an operations director at the Phoenix Foundation a few years later, mcgovern will join the program. In addition to sending Mace to various work on the foundation, Pete is forced to bail out
McGovern several times from the problems he gets to. Pete had a son, Michael, who was always resentful of never being around as he grew up. In the sixth season, Totten begins to blind as a result of glaucoma. (Elka was diagnosed with glaucoma.) [7] [8] [9] Reboot in 2016, Patricia Thornton is a former
field agent and operations director of the Outer Services and Phoenix Foundation. In the 12th episode, the screwdriver is identified as a mole working in an organization. Jack Dalton is repeatedly portrayed by Bruce McGhee as original, a 2016 reboot of the original series by George Eads, Jack is an
aviator and mcgever's longtime friend, and invariably gets both in trouble and weaknesses for a rich quick plan. He always wears a peak hat and cramps his left eye when lying down. Jack Dalton (played by former CSI star George) in the 2016 reboot. Mack's partner at the scene, a former Delta Force
soldier and CIA agent. Jack's history with Mac dates back to his days in the Army, and unlike Mack, he is not afraid to use guns in the field. He also has a history with Riley, because he was once in a relationship with her mother and had an altercation with her abusive father. Jack is very easy and laid
back, but he often asks for special forces training to help the team get out of the tight spot. Actor Bruce McGill guest on the rebooted series as Detective Greer in episode 2x11 Bullet + Pen. Wilt Bozer, portrayed as the main character of The Justin Hire in 2016, is starring in a handful of episodes, including
The Serenity, Lost Madeus, Steele's Heart, and McGeever's Woman, which was rebooted by Robin Mosley as the main series. In the 2016 reboot, Wilt Borger is an ambitious filmmaker, prosthetic makeup artist, and McGeever's best friend and roommate. At first, he doesn't know about McEy's real job.
Bowser later joined the Phoenix Foundation after discovering McGeever's secrets, using his talents to create vivid masks and face prosthetics. Riley Davis rebooted in 2016 as a major A-computer systems expert and experienced hacker hired by Christine Mays for the Phoenix Foundation. Matilda Webber
is the new operations director of the Phoenix Foundation and jack's former boss of the CIA, as matilda Matty Webber, starring Meredith Eaton in 2016. She takes over after Patricia Thornton is chased and arrested. In 2016, Samantha Cage, played by Isabel Lucas as samantha cage, was rebooted as a
CIA officer and former SASR in four episodes. After she retired from the CIA for her unauthorised actions to save mia SEALS, at the second season premiere, Matty recruited her to the Phoenix Foundation. Desiree Desi Nguyen, played by Levi Tran in 2016, is the latest agent of the Phoenix Foundation,
using his skills to protect McGaever and his team from their global missions. Russell Russ Taylor portrayed by Henry Ian Cusick in the 2016 reboot as Maine. Russ Taylor is a former MI6 agent-set-civilian military contractor described as a master manipulator and salesman, and Russ is adept at
propaganda and lie detection and boasts a very high emotional intelligence. He is also very wealthy, and is therefore used to get his way and enjoy the spoils of war (including expensive suits, fast cars, private jets and monte carlo houses). Recurring characters in both series Murdoch's main article:
Murdoch Murdoch (portrayed by Michael Des Bath) is McEy's most frequent opponent. He is a master assassin who never fails except when McIver is involved. Murdoc is not only very skilled and creative in using booby traps, but also a master of disguise. Murdoch's signature is to take pictures of the
victims at the moment of his death. His first appearance McGeever is presented as the second run-in. Murdoch returns for revenge for McEvoy's surprising first encounter, when Murdoch appears to be dead. Murdoch's revenge plan not only fails, but also kills him again. This became a recurring theme:
each of Murdoch's subsequent appearances ends with another apparently obvious death that he survives incredibly, and later returns from the episode. In the 2016 reboot, Murdoch (played by David Dastmalchian) is an hired hitman known as 218 suspects in the CIA with his target enemies. Arrested at
the Phoenix Foundation in Season 1, he escapes from Season 2 and becomes obsessed with finding his lost son, Cassias. Michael Des Varess, who plays Murdoch in the original series, plays Murdoch's mentor Nicholas Hellman in the reboot. Nikki Carpenter [10][11] joins the Phoenix Foundation in its
third season . She often has disagreements with McEver, although eventually comes to respect each other as an expert. In the 2016 reboot, the character (played by Tracy Spiridas) went rogue to the former agent of DXS and McGeever's ex-girlfriend but later turned out to be a CIA secret agent. Harry
Jackson And Harry Jackson (portrayed by John Anderson) is McGaber's grandfather, who helped raise McGaever after his grandmother and father died in a car accident when he was nine years old. Seven years later, Harry left McGaber to work in Alaska and sent money to McEver and his mother.
McGaever and Harry lost touch, but from Season 1, McIver and Harry reunite without contact for 18 years [12] in the episode Target McGaiber, where McGaber and his grandfather work together to defeat the assassin of D'Mitch Davis. Harry appears in five episodes target Seiber (Season 1), Phoenix
Under Siege, Friends (Season 2) Passages (Season 5) and Harry's Will (Season 6). Harry dies of a heart attack in passages for the fifth season finale episode. The character (played by Michael O'Keefe) in the 2016 reboot (played by Michael O'Keefe) first appears in flashbacks in the fourth episode of
Season 2. Colton Colton [13][14] (portrayed by Della Reese, Clevon Little, Richard Lawson and Cuba Gooding Jr.) is a family of bounty hunters (Mama Colton, Frank, Jesse and Billy). Relegated McGaever to a cameo appearance. The episode, called Colton, was actually intended as a backdoor pilot for
Colton's spin-off, but ABC network officials decided not to capture the series. In the 2016 reboot, they appear for the first time being played by Cheryl Lee Ralph, Lance Gross, Javier Leslie, Jermaine Rivers Episode 16, Hook, when they get an edge on Mac and Jack several times, until the foundation team



searches for fugitives from them. Mack, Jack, Bowser &amp; Riley save Colton's life from a criminal employer. The second season episode re-stars Riley + The Plane, and Billy Colton (Gross) is interested in Riley's love. Charlie Robinson charlie robinson (portrayed by Stephen Williams) is an EOD
technical expert sent by DXS to work with him and an EOD expert in handling Army bomb disposal of McGaber and McGaber. He starred in the episode: Countdown in the 2016 reboot, in which he is portrayed by Emerson Brooks as an eod technology expert mcgaiber's longtime friend; He is another EOD
expert in army bomb disposal. He's Season 1: Episode: Wrench, Season 2: Episode: Mac &amp; Jack and Season 3: Episode: Revenge + Catacombs + Le Pantome and Mason + Cable + Selection. Penny Parker Penny Parker [16][16][17] (described by Terry Hatcher): Penny Parker and McGaever meet
in line at a Bulgarian airport to smuggle jewellery from a country in their pocket. [18] With little talent, pursuing a show business career with big dreams puts her in trouble more than once. She was once used by Murdoch as an unconscious pawn to remove McEy's. She was also the spitting image of her
late aunt Betty Parker, who was murdered in 1958 by her boyfriend, was suffering from lead poisoning.,[19] Like author Mild Red Benson's somewhat impulsive female sleuth character of the same name, Penny is not exactly stupid, but she tends to act without thinking of things through things, and how to
figure out the world of shaky. Therefore, long-suffering McGeever often needs to help her save a penny from the problem and otherwise deal with the situation of life. Bianca Malinowski in the 2016 reboot. Jimmy McGeever James Jimmy McGeever is McGeever's father. He is portrayed by Martin Milner in
the original series. Tate Donovan portrays him in the 2016 reboot, the long-lost father of Angus. James, who lost his wife and Angus's mother, soon abandoned his family and left angus to care for his grandfather. In the season 2 finale, the Phoenix Foundation's invisible and enigmatic chief (and all the
names that have gone before) is actually codenamed James: Angus learns when Maddie forced him to have a face-to-face meeting when he quitphoenix. James revealed that Angus had left his family to protect Angus from enemies around the world, and that many people would not hesitate to threaten the
lives of their children, but the pain of losing his wife made James afraid of what he would do around Angus. Angus left Phoenix in the season 2 finale and told his father that he couldn't work for people he didn't trust. James tracks him down to ask for help to rescue Jack from the Season 3 premiere. After
rescuing Jack, Maddie forced James to quit his role as director so Angus I'm willing to rejoin Phoenix. The character is only recurring in the original series Helen Wilson (played by Susan Chiapple): Pete Thornton's secretary. Episodes – Strange Triples, Spoilers, Rock Cradle, Cleo Rocks, Tommy
Giordano Battle, Blind Faith, Strictly Business Willis (portrayed by Bruce Harwood): Episodes – Walls, Wasteland, Traces of Tears, and Hindsight Maria Lomburg (portrayed by Brigitte Stenberg): Maria initially appears in the sixth season on McGeever's Friends. She changes sides and joins the Phoenix
Foundation and becomes McGaever's love interest. Mei Yan [20] (michelle chan first called herself Sue Ling) is McGaber's foster daughter, helping McGaever complete her mission for the Chinese student movement. She later revealed that the real Su-Ring was killed in the Tiananmen Square protests in
1989. Cynthia Wilson (portrayed by Roxanne Reese): Introduced with her husband Booker (Michael D. Roberts) in the challenge, Cynthia runs the Challengers Club, a program for troubled urban youth. In an episode in which McIver tries to help runaways and other youth, he invariably sends them to the
Challengers Club as a safe haven. Lisa Woodman (played by Mayim Bialik): McGeever is the first young girl to meet at a Swiss boarding school, accidentally losing a Swiss military knife. She later returned to two episodes, With The Heart of Steel and 20 Questions, the latter associated with Mack to help
her overcome alcohol abuse problems. Mike Keeley (portrayed by Jackson Davis): Episode -20 Questions, The Wall, and The Lesson of The Devil's Mama Lauren (portrayed by Kimberly Scott): Voodoo Priest. She appears in episodehood, Prometheus Syndrome and The Walking Dead. Recurring
characters from the 2016 reboot Sarah Adler (portrayed by Amy Acker): Jack's ex-partner and ex-girlfriend from the CIA. Jill Morgan (portrayed by Kate Bond): Forensic expert at the Phoenix Foundation. She was murdered by Murdok. Rihanna Martin (portrayed by Reine Edwards): A recruit who meets
Bowser and becomes a good friend and later starts a relationship at a surgical training center. Cassandra Glover (portrayed by Lauren Valles): Coordinator of the Surgical Training Center. Elwood Davis (portrayed by William Baldwin): Riley's neglected father. Gwen dogler Gwen Hayes (portrayed by Jerry
Ryan): McGaber's aunt and his mother's sister; A former DXS agent who is believed to be dead; Head of codex. See = ^ Season 4, Episode 2 - Blood Brothers. McGeever returns home to meet two childhood friends, and in flashbacks we see the accidental death of friend Jesse with a falling gun. This
episode was before McGovern established a dislike of firearms, but his firearms were his. The series of guns will be shown almost immediately in subsequent episodes of the series. ^ Associated Press (June 11, 2005). The McGae-veritable co-star's career spanned tv, film and stage. Seattle Times.
Seattle Times Company. It was retrieved on January 28, 2016. ^ Season 1, Episode 11 - Nightmare. ^ Season 6, Episode 21 - HindSight ^ Season 2, Episode 18 - Partner ^ Nelson, Valerie Jay (June 10, 2005). Dana Elka, 77; The veteran actor said he lost his sight but focused on the show. Los Angeles
Times. Tribune Published. It was retrieved on January 28, 2016. ^ Associated Press Staff (June 11, 2005). Dana Elka, 77, co-star of McGaber, has died. The New York Times. New York Times Company. It was retrieved on January 28, 2016. ^ Alice, Team (May 13, 1991). His sight stolen by glaucoma,
McIver actor Dana Elka turns her predicament into a moving TV plot. People. Time Inc. was searched on January 28, 2016. ^ Piecus, Patrick (November 28, 2008). McGuyber aUF DVD: Zweite Staffel erscheint noch rechtzeitig vor Weihnachten. DVD Digital. It was retrieved on January 27, 2016. ^
Sampson, Ruby A (2006). Tv Gems of the Past: Quizzes and crossword puzzles. Eye Universe. p. 239. ISBN 9780595386581. ^ McGaever was 6 years old. 7... 18 years ^ Terrace, Vincent (1997). Experimental television, test movies, pilots, test series, 1925-1995: Nearly seven years of small screens.
McFarland &amp; Company. p. 108. ISBN 9780786401789. ^ Wichita's stunt dogs (through archives and research centers) learn a rough life. Wichita Eagle. July 2, 1991. It was retrieved on January 27, 2016. ^ Sampson, Ruby A (2006). Tv Gems of the Past: Quizzes and crossword puzzles. Eye
Universe. p. 505. ISBN 9780595386581. ^ Gayle (2002). Modern Theatre Film and Television V43. Gayle Group. p. 154. ISBN 078765115X. ^ Arrieta, Carlos (May 17, 2004). Famous former students. La Bose Weekly. It was retrieved on January 27, 2016. [Perpetual Dead Link] ^ Season 1, Episode 16 -
Every time she smiles. ^ Season 4, Episode 1 - The Secret of The Parker House. ^ Season 5, Episode 7 - Children of Light. Mei Yan's mission was to broadcast tiananmen square demonstrations nationwide for the public's benefit. search at
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